ortugal hasn’t registered on the climbing radar until recently. It’s a bit
off the beaten path as it’s the most western European country, bordering
Spain and the Atlantic Ocean, but it does have large mountain ranges
and outstanding walls. Recently, the excitement of its climbers has awoken,
and climbing areas have begun to see development all over the country. The
cliffs of the Algarve region, in the far south, are just one example of what’s
being developed.

P

Algarve is a small region in southern Portugal. It’s a tourist region due to its
golden sand beaches and proximity to the border of Spain yet still maintains
a wild feel. Algarve is an area referred to by the Romans as the “edge of
the world.” In ancient times it was believed that it was the end of the land
and that the sea would engulf everything beyond. The area has a number
of climbing areas, two near Faro, the capital of the region and the location
of an airport, and another larger area in the cliffs at Sagres, some 120 km
further west.

Rocha da Pena, to the north of Faro and towards the interior of the small green hills
of the National Park of the same name (Colinas Verdes), is a small climbing area,
surrounded by low mountains with abundant vegetation and rocky outcrops including
the peak of Talefe. Sitting at an elevation of 479 m this is the highest point of the
region and the formation that holds the walls. Divided into 12 sectors, the small
south-facing walls are broken and dotted along the nearly 2 km long ridgeline.
Practically all of the walls are about the same height, between 12 and 20 meters
and from the beginning have been considered a beginner’s crag since there are few
overhanging routes.

There are a good variety of vertical sections with various

angles and formations in each sector. The limestone goes from reddish hues to
white, passing through streaks of gray limestone that offer types of climbing that
vary from Buoux-like pockets to edgy faces.
In general, the climbing is varied but since the max grade is 13c, and there is only
one of the grade, the area will be most enjoyed by the 5.9-5.11 climber. Although
peaceful and beautiful, Rocha da Pena is not a large area and while it’s possible to
spend a fun-filled day or two, it’s worth considering other complimentary areas
during a trip to Algarve. While Rocha da Pena may be the first area to hit due to its
proximity to Faro’s airport it’s worth checking out another small area a little further
west called Alburfeira. Alburfeira is a beautiful, narrow strip of orange limestone

Before jumping into your route-finding adventure, make a visit to the
bar Dromedario which keeps a loosely organized guidebook. Without
this information, the task could be impossible as there are dozens of
access and escape routes spread amongst the varying quality of rock
found along the nearly 11 km of sea cliffs.
Next to the port and at the near end enclosing the bay is Punta Baleeira
and Punta Atalaia. This section of cliff line, from the port to Playa
Mareta, contains a variety of sectors with predominately moderate
routes all of which are accessed by rappel. The primary driving force
in this region has been the Englishman Andy Reid. While living in
the area he has developed a lot in Sagres over the years including a
large number of the classics that cut through La Punta Sagres, the
thrust of sea cliff where the fortress of Sagres is built.
But it’s been Portuguese climbers that have developed the majority
of the sport climbing areas including: Corgas, Riscas and Armaçao
Nova,which is divided into two walls. La Pared Grande de Armaçao
(the Large Wall of Armaçao) has good rock and spectacular
atmosphere, offering two pitches of steep slab on well equipped
rock with the Armaçao bay at your back. Corgas, where the hardest
climbing is, is also the hardest to find and the most difficult to access.
After a bit of backtracking and getting the approach wired, you may
find it to be your favorite crag in the region.
The wind is an important factor to keep in mind and you’ll want to
choose your crag accordingly. Corgas and Riscas are free from the
wind that comes from the West. La Pared das Riscas seems like a
typical chossy cliff that wouldn’t even serve as a place for seagulls
to lay eggs, but after rappelling in it takes on a new perspective,
particularly the rock. Its southern orientation means you can climb
comfortably in the sun on better-than-it-looks stone. There are a few
with views of the sea. This relatively new area was equipped entirely in

alternatives to the largely west-facing cliffs (the natural barrier that

2008 and now hosts about 40 routes.

extends from the lighthouse to the cape at San Vicente), such as The
Mirror or Golden Window, which offer excellent slab climbing on

The most concentrated area in southern Portugal, however, is found on

tiny holds.

the sea cliffs of Sagres. The highway ends and the countryside changes
radically due to the strong wind, which leaves the ground with barely any

If you’re selective, the climbing in Sagres isn’t entirely susceptible

trees, as the angry Atlantic beats and molds the limestone walls supporting

to the seasonal winds and sudden storms the Atlantic can thrust on

the town of Sagres. The small town has barely 1600 inhabitants that are

this spur of land known as the Iberian Peninsula. Depending on the

largely dedicated to fishing and promoting the tourism that the world-class

orientation it is possible to climb year-round, keeping in mind the

surfing attracts. The low houses, altered only in summer, have various

wind, the temperature, and the waves that often crest right upon the

defenses against the historical plague of pirates that preyed on the vessels

sea cliffs. Be patient and know that if the weather prevents climbing

sailing through this key navigational passage. In fact, a famous lighthouse

there is bouldering on the beach in Beliche as well as deep-water-

is found here. Operated by monks as far back as 1515 its age puts it amongst

soloing, though this isn’t the Mediterranean and the water is much

the first in the world. Tucked away in the last bit of land near the lighthouse,

colder. There are also fantastic beaches, good fishing, Scuba diving,

in the middle of the cliff, a fortress was built against the pirates that acted

whale-watching and, for those who want to try, there’s always

as a refuge for travelers.

surfing.

Practical Guide
Language: Portuguese, although many restaurants and service
areas understand English.
Money: Euro. Carrying some cash is recommended. Credit
cards aren’t always accepted in Sagres.
How to get there: The capital of Portugal is Lisbon. From here
it is possible to fly to Faro. It’s also possible to fly from Madrid
on Ryan Air (Low cost carrier). Once in Faro it’s best to rent a
car. It is possible to get around by bus but you’ll have to make
several connections. The bus station in Faro connects with the
airport bus (every 15 min weekdays and 30 min weekends and
holidays). There are buses to Lagos (2 hrs by bus), where you
can take another bus to Sagres. (45 min)

Where to Stay:
In Sagres, the cheapest option is Camping de Sagres
(www.orbitur.pt) along the road to the lighthouse, but there are lots of
apartments and rental houses as well. Pricing depends on the season and
your negotiating skills (best done in private). Four person apartments
(efficiency) 45 Euro (Shoulder season: April to June and Oct.) 26.50 Euro
(Low season: Nov. to May).
One that is recommended is: www.tonel.web.pt.
For the area around Rocha da Pena, the cheapest option is to pitch a tent
next to Bar Grutas (allowed by the owner). It’s also a good option if you’ve
got a camper van.
In Salir: The Casa de Mae y Pension a Tia Bia. There are more options
in Alte. There is camping in Albufeira (www.roteiro-campista.pt/faro/
albufeira.htm) and another campground 5 km further in Quarteira.
Best Season:
Rocha da Pena has a well-defined season and its best to avoid in the
summer. However, it is possible to climb on summer evenings after
the wall has gone into the shade (around 5 PM in July) since it tends
to get a good breeze. Due to the number of sectors at Sagres, the
ideal conditions will vary somewhat. Depending on the orientation
of the cliff you might need your fleece jacket in the middle of the
summer. Conditions are largely dependent on which way the wind
is blowing. The cliffs are mainly West-facing or Northeast-facing
so if the wind is blowing hard out of the west or north it could
put them out of the question. Another factor to keep in mind is
the humidity that comes in summer. Autumn, winter (some storms
during this time), and spring are the best seasons.

Guide and information:
At http://www.amea.pt you can check out an old version of the Guia de
Rocha da Pena (Guide to Pena Rock) and you can buy the new guide which
is a color copy. You can also get the relatively up-to-date guide to Sagres.
They are cheap and have most of the new routes.
The bar Dromedario on the main street in Sagres has a collection of
somewhat disorganized topos but with patience and a few beers…
There is also the guidebook: Portugal Sport Onsight- Bouldering by David
& C Atchison from Jingo Wobbly Topo Guides which, overall, provides
very good information. It is not comprehensive for the Algarve area as it
excludes the sport climbing areas around Sagres

